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Current dashboards for simulation racing games either show too much data
that is incomprehensible to the average sim racer, or they fail to provide
the user with concrete feedback. In this research, a dashboard is created
that provides the user with personalized and concrete feedback based on
their driving style. We do this by calculating the perfect braking, turn-in
and acceleration points for every corner on a racetrack and compare these
with the points where the user actually pressed the brakes, turned the
steering wheel or pressed the throttle. This information is translated into
concrete feedback and, using multiple visualization methods, we provide
the user with a clear overview of where and how to adapt their driving style.
Multiple qualitative interviews were conducted to validate the dashboard,
revealing its accessibility, user-friendliness, and ability to provide convenient
and practical feedback. The dashboard effectively informs drivers of the
specific areas and methods to adapt their driving style in order to enhance
performance.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: sim racing, personalized feedback, dash-
board, racing performance

1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the realm of competitive sports has seen a significant
shift with the rise of Esports. Where gaming competitions started
out on a small scale and with slim to none prizes to be earned, they
have now evolved to massive events with millions of viewers and
even more millions worth of prize money. In 2022, the League of
Legends World Championship managed to peak over 5.1 million
viewers, and The International 2021 (a Dota tournament) had a total
prize pool of over 40 million dollars [1, 2], proving that Esports are a
force to be reckoned with. Many different games have professional
players and international tournaments nowadays, and racing games
are no exception.

Simulation racing (or sim racing) games form a subgenre of racing
games that aim to simulate a realistic racing environment. In the last
few years, sim racing has become a popular Esports, especially after
the 2020 Formula 1 season got cancelled because of the COVID-19
pandemic, and replaced by a virtual racing season [15]. Just like in
any other game and sport, players are striving to be the best, and
wish to use all available tools and data to improve their performance.
In real life, racing teams - such as Formula 1 teams - have dedicated
experts to analyse real-time data from hundreds of sensors in and
on the car, in order to enhance the performance of both the car
and the driver. These sensors can for example measure acceleration,
tyre temperature, g-forces on the car or the angle of the steering
wheel [16]. This so-called telemetry data is also available in sim
racing games, however sim racers often do not have experts to help
them analyse their data and are thus struggling to use it to their
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advantage [3].

Numerous dashboard solutions have been created that show this
telemetry data, like the dashboard shown in Figure 1. These dash-
boards plot data like speed, what gear the car is in, gas pedal usage
and other data points that are of interest over time, to grant the
user more insights on the performance of the car. The problem
with these dashboards however is that they are all focused on in-
forming a sim racer on the current state of their car, rather than
providing the user with feedback on how to improve their driving
style. These dashboards also often display raw telemetry data, that
is incomprehensible for average sim racers.

Fig. 1. A dashboard using telemetry data

In this research, a dashboard will be created for the sim racing
game Assetto Corsa that provides the user with personalized feed-
back on how to improve their racing performance. This will be done
by taking telemetry data from the car out of the game, and trans-
lating it into feedback using knowledge gained from a literature
review. The dashboard will be aimed towards novice to moderately
experienced drivers (<2 years, 2–3 years of experience with sim
racing respectively), since these drivers usually lack the knowledge
to interpret raw telemetry data and therefore cannot use it to their
advantage [3].

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
There exist numerous dashboards for sim racing, but these suffer
from one of two main problems. These dashboards either show too
much incomprehensible data or focus on displaying information
rather than giving the driver feedback on how to improve their
driving style and thus performance.

2.1 Research question
The problem statement leads to the following research question:

RQ: How can a dashboard improve racing performance for novice
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to moderately experienced sim drivers?

This question can be answered using the following sub questions:

RQ1: What are the functional requirements for a dashboard that
aims to improve racing performance for novice to moderately expe-
rienced sim drivers?

RQ2: What are the non-functional requirements for a dashboard
that aims to improve racing performance for novice to moderately
experienced sim drivers?

RQ3: How well does the final version of the dashboard meet the
requirements?

3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, the theoretical framework that this research is based
upon will be explored. We will discuss the current state of the art of
sim racing dashboards, as well as lay the technical foundation on
racing performance metrics. Additionally, some dashboard design
theory is discussed.

3.1 State of the art
There has not been much research into performance feedback sys-
tems for simulation racing. A paper by Bugeja et al (2017). describes
the creation of TeAR, a software solution that gives the user feedback
in the form of audio cues, based on their performance. However, this
paper puts more focus on whether the aspects of serious gaming
might be applied to simulation racing, instead of exploring how to
give the drivers feedback and what type of feedback to give [6]. In
another paper, Shametaj (2023) develops a dashboard for sim racing
that translates telemetry data into several Key Performance Indi-
cators (KPI’s) that give the driver more insights about their racing
style [14]. However, this dashboard does not provide any concrete
feedback to the user, meaning that a driver still has to analyse the
KPI’s themselves in order to find out how they can improve their
driving style, and thus improve their performance.

Fig. 2. Raw telemetry data

As mentioned in Section 1 and 2, there exist numerous sim racing
dashboards, created by both the sim racing community and tech
companies looking to make profit off them. These dashboards often
suffer from one of two main problems. On some dashboards, the
data displayed is incomprehensible to the average casual sim racer
and would only be useful for very experiences racers or experts in

the field of telemetry data, such as shown on the dashboard in Figure
2. The data displayed on these dashboards is often raw data, and
the enormous amount of data shown at the same time can make the
dashboard feel overwhelming. Since the average casual sim racer
struggles to decipher the tremendous amount of data, they are also
unable to find any insights on their racing performance.

Fig. 3. A dashboard created by the sim racing community

On the other hand, dashboards that pre-process and classify their
data in order to improve readability and usability of the dashboard,
often fail to give concrete feedback. While these dashboards are
often easier to use and read, they only inform the user of the current
state of the car. The user still has to apply their own knowledge to
the data in order to find out how and where they can improve their
driving style. This can be seen on the dashboard shown in Figure 3.
Often times, these dashboards also provide the user with live data
during a session, while research has shown that users would rather
receive feedback on demand [3].

3.2 Performance metrics
In order to create a dashboard that enhances sim racing performance,
we must first understand the factors that influence this performance.
In this section, we will discuss several important factors that play
a role in (sim) racing performance. Our focus will be on the three
fundamentals of race driving: the racing line, carrying speed out
of a corner and slowing down to properly enter a corner, since
according to Lopez (1997) improvement in these areas will reap the
most rewards on the track for beginning drivers [10].

3.2.1 Speed. Speed is the first obvious performance factor. The
goal of racing is to complete a full lap around a circuit as quickly
as possible, and so generally a higher speed on the track means a
better performance. The speed of a car can be influenced by a great
number of things, including but not limited to: The type of engine
the car uses, the type of tyres on the car, the aerodynamics of the
car and the inputs the driver gives the car. Since this dashboard will
be aimed at improving a drivers performance, we will not take the
setup of the car into account in this research, but rather work with
the drivers inputs.

3.2.2 Racing line. The ideal racing line is the line a car takes around
the circuit that minimizes the time it takes to complete a lap. The
line can be seen as a combination of arcs through corners and paths
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on the straights. The paths on the straights are fairly uncomplicated,
as a straight line with minimal steering inputs and fully pressing
the gas pedal yields the fastest time on a straight piece of track. In
corners however, there are a lot of different approaches. Generally
speaking, the fastest line through a corner is to start on the outside
and begin the arc through the corner before the track actually starts
bending. If you steer into the corner and touch the inside edge of
the corner halfway through (also called the apex of the corner), and
then the outside edge of the road again on the exit of the corner, you
have found the fastest way to take a corner. The reason that this
line is the quickest through a corner is that this line generally yields
the biggest arc through the corner. Since the greatest arc through a
corner requires the car to change direction the least, the maximal
cornering speed that the tires can handle before losing their grip is
the greatest [5, 10].

Fig. 4. The racing line visualized. Turning in at R3 yields the greatest arc
through the corner and thus the highest average speed. Figure created by
Lopez (1997).

3.2.3 Accelerating. Acceleration refers to the usage of the throttle,
or pressing the gas pedal. Since around 70% to 80% of a racetrack
is spent on the exit of corners and straights, acceleration at the
right time in a corner is crucial in carrying the greatest speed out
of the corner and onto the following straight. Accelerating on the
straight itself is less interesting, as drivers are usually able to use
100% throttle on pieces of track that are (almost) completely straight.
The point in the corner where the driver starts to let go of the brakes
and starts to use the throttle again, is called the acceleration point.
Finding the right acceleration point is important, since applying
throttle too early might cause the car to run wide on the exit of the
corner, but applying throttle too late will compromise the speed the
car carries out of the corner and therefore compromise the speed
on the following straight [5, 10, 13].

3.2.4 Braking. Braking refers to the usage of the brakes on the car,
which are used to make the car slow down. The brakes are used
to make a car slow down to an appropriate speed for entering a
corner, as a too high entering speed into a corner will make you
lose time since you either have to apply more braking later in the
corner, which means you don’t carry an optimal exit speed out of the
corner, or you might lose control over the car and exit the racetrack.
Race drivers will generally use 100% of the car’s ability to brake in
a straight line when approaching a corner to get the appropriate
cornering speed (often referred to as threshold braking), and then
use the traction of the tires for a mix of braking and cornering from
the point where they start steering, up to the acceleration point.
The point where the braking begins is called the braking point, and
is a vital point for every corner on the track [5, 10].

3.2.5 Steering. Steering refers to turning the steering wheel of the
car, making the tires change direction and thus causing the car to
turn into the direction the steering wheel is being turned. Steering
is obviously used to get a car through the corners of the track. Gen-
erally speaking, having smoother steering inputs will yield quicker
times through a corner compared to having more sudden and harder
inputs. Like mentioned previously, the grip that the tires of the car
have on the surface of the racetrack can be used for accelerating,
braking, steering or a mixture of these. The point where a driver
starts to turn the steering wheel in order to take a corner is called
the steering point, or the turn-in point. This point is also crucial
when taking a corner, since an early turn-in point could cause the
arc of the car through the corner to be too wide and let the car run
off track on the exit of the corner. On the other hand, a late turn-in
point could cause the car to take a smaller arc through the corner
and slow down more than is required, thus losing time [5, 10, 12].

In Figure 5 a visualization of the performance metrics is given.
In this simple right-handed corner, one can identify a braking point,
turn-in point and acceleration point, all given on the ideal racing
line. It is important to note that the principles of this encoding of the
racetrack in different types of input can be applied to every corner,
and thus one can find the ideal braking, turn-in and acceleration
point for every corner. The only exception to this is when a corner
is what is called a ’full throttle corner’, meaning that the driver does
not have to apply any braking when entering the corner, and can
keep using 100% of the throttle all the way through the corner. This
could be the case when a corner has such a gentle bend, that the
ideal racing line has an arc through the corner that is big enough to
allow the car to stay at full speed over that arc.

There are many factors that influence where a perfect braking,
turn-in or acceleration point is in every corner. The type of car, the
corner entry speed, the current grip of the tires, how much fuel is in
the car and many other factors can play a role in this, but these will
not be included in this research since we put our focus on novice to
moderately experienced drivers. For these types of drivers it is more
important to get a good grip of the basics of race driving, rather
than putting emphasis on these more advanced factors.
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Fig. 5. A corner visualized. The x’s represent threshold braking, the dark
shaded area represents braking and cornering, the light shaded area repre-
sents accelerating and cornering, the straight line represents full accelerat-
ing. Based on a figure created by Lopez (1997).

3.3 Dashboard design theory
In this section, we briefly discuss some theory in developing easily
understandable and user-friendly dashboards. This theory will be
used as the basis for making design choices and determining non-
functional requirements. Our main reference for this theory is a
book on designing performance dashboards by Eckerson (2011) [8].
Some key principles from their book that we will use in this research
are:

• Define clear objectives and identify KPI’s that align with these
objectives

• Select appropriate metrics to measure performance
• Visualize data effectively and position graphs logically
• Consider use cases and aim for user-friendly interface.

4 METHODOLOGY
This research is conducted for the Esports Team Twente, as part
of the University of Twente. The data used in this research was
originally gathered for a previous research, but has not been altered
in any way and can thus be used again. The data is gathered from
the sim racing game Assetto Corsa, and extracted out of the game
using a Data Gathering Tool created in previous research [3, 4]. It is
important to note that the data used in this research is only from
laps driven on the Zandvoort racetrack, therefore some features of
the dashboard will be created for this track specifically. The visual

part of the dashboard will be created using the Plotly Dash frame-
work for python.

In this research, the design process for the dashboard is done follow-
ing a framework for designing performance dashboards proposed
by Lempinen (2012). This framework proposes an iterative, agile
development process for a performance dashboard consisting of 3
phases, each focusing on a different challenge in the design process
[9].

The first phase of the design process is focused on the challenge
of what to measure. In this phase, we will decide what metrics and
KPI’s will be displayed on the dashboard and what data we need to
capture in order to retrieve this information. We will do a literature
review for the purpose of deciding what information we want to dis-
play on the dashboard, as well as looking at what data is available to
find out the best available information to display. Since we will use
data that is already collected, we will not have the possibility to alter
the Data Gathering Tool to extract more or different data. We can
only use the available data points and combine these in order to find
new information. In this phase we will also find the technical and
non-technical requirements fromwhichwe can answerRQ1&RQ2

The second phase of the design process focuses on where and how
to capture the data required. This will not form a challenge during
this research, since the data has already been captured and is ready
to use. The data is gathered from driving a McLaren MP4-12C GT3
around the Zandvoort circuit in Assetto Corsa. The data is exported
from the game in the form of 5 separate .csv files containing data
on the session itself, the car, the laps, the inputs and the tyres. For
this research, the data is imported into a python project in the form
of a Pandas dataframe, from where the data can easily be read and
manipulated.

The third phase of the design process will focus on how to deliver
performance information to the users. This phase will be centred
around designing the look and feel of the dashboard, as well as find-
ing clear ways to visualize the data. In this phase, the user interface
of the dashboard is designed and evaluated.

Ultimately, the final design of the dashboard was validated and
RQ3was answered using a qualitative validation in the form of one-
on-one interviews. We interviewed 2 sim drivers, one novice and
one moderately experienced. The interviews were conducted with
a semi-structured format and the questions were centred around
the usefulness and readability of the feedback, as well as the user-
friendliness of the dashboard.

5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE DASHBOARD
In this section, we will elaborate on the development of the dash-
board according to the phases mentioned in the previous section.
Lempinen (2012) proposes an iterative and agile approach to dash-
board design, so considering the time limit for this research, we
chose to have two iterations of the design process.
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5.1 First iteration
5.1.1 Requirements. Based on the theoretical framework laid out
in section 3.2, and the methods stated in the Methodology section,
we can create a list of initial requirements with which we will start
the first design iteration.
Functional Requirements:
• The dashboard must provide personalized feedback based on
the user’s driving style.

• The dashboard must provide feedback on braking, turn-in
and acceleration points.

• The user must be able to see where they can improve and
where they are performing well from the provided feedback.

Non-functional requirements:
• The user should be able to find all relevant information on
the dashboard in two clicks from the main screen.

• The dashboard should have a consistent layout.
• The dashboard must be publicly available.

5.1.2 Phase one. In the first phase of the design process, we looked
at what information we wanted to display on the dashboard. Using
the theoretical framework laid out in Section 3, and especially the
performance metrics explored in session 3.2, we were able to find
some KPI’s that can tell us a lot about how a driver can improve.
Like mentioned in Section 3, anyone can keep their foot on the gas
and let the car go in a straight line, but in the corners where the
driver has to give a lot of inputs to the car, is where the most time
can be gained and lost.

That is why we wanted our dashboard to display hints to the user
about how far away they were from the perfect braking, turn-in
and acceleration points for each corner. If for example a driver is
constantly braking too early into turn 1, the dashboard could display
a simple message like ’brake later in turn 1’. In this first iteration
of the dashboard, we wanted to calculate how far away the user
was from the ideal braking, turn-in and acceleration point of each
corner. This information can be shown to the user as the points
where they were the furthest away from the ideal points, but also
show the points on the track where the user was doing the best
(braking, steering or accelerating very close to the ideal point). We
show both of these since previous research has concluded that users
would like to receive both positive and negative feedback [3].

5.1.3 Phase two. When we knew what we wanted to display on
the dashboard, we could get the required data from the data sets.
First, we had to determine for every corner what the ideal braking,
turn-in and acceleration point is. We did this by following a Track
guide that provides plenty of visual cues to find these points, as
well as a video of one of the fastest laps ever on the Zandvoort
circuit in Assetto Corsa using the McLaren Mp4-12C GT3, where
one can clearly see the usage of the throttle, brakes and steering
wheel [7, 11]. Important to note here is that corner 4, 5 and 13 of
the Zandvoort circuit do not have braking and acceleration points
since they are full-throttle corners. Using the fact that there is a lap
position variable in the data, that shows how far into the track the
car currently is on a scale from 0 to 1, we know exactly when a car
is in a certain part of the track. With this information we can deduct

when a car is in a certain corner, and using the input data we can
tell when the driver presses the brakes, turns the steering wheel
or presses the throttle. We can then calculate the distance between
the ideal braking, turn-in or acceleration point, and the actual point
where the driver used this input.

We did this by creating a Pandas dataframe containing all the data
of one session on the braking, steering and acceleration inputs, as
well as the in-game coordinates of the car, the lap position and the
lap count. This data is combined from multiple of the different .csv
files, and is synchronized by the timestamp of the data. We calculate
the distance between each user input point and ideal point in the
following way: First we found a range of lap position values for
each corner. Then, inside this range of data points, we found where
the value of gas, brake or steer passed a certain threshold. The gas
and brake input values are scaled from 0 to 1 (where 0 means not
pressing the pedal at all and 1 means fully pressing the pedal), and
appropriate threshold values were found to be 0.25 and 0.35 respec-
tively. The steering input values are in degrees, and are positive
when steering to the right and negative when steering to the left.
Threshold values for the steering input were found to be -35 degrees
or +35 degrees. When an input value crosses its respective threshold
value, we use backtracking to find the exact point where the increase
to the threshold started. This point is used as the braking, turn-in
or acceleration point.

The distance between the actual point and the perfect point is then
calculated by the formula:

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

√︃
(𝑥2 − 𝑥1)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦1)2

Where (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) are the coordinates of the actual and
perfect input points respectively. It is important to note here that
we also check whether the lap position value of the actual point is
smaller or greater than the value at the perfect point. If it is greater,
the input was given later on the track and feedback needs to show
that the user has to use this input earlier, and vice versa.

We repeat this process for every lap and derive the average dis-
tance over all the laps in the session. We do not include the first and
final lap of the session, as these laps are not a good representation
of an actual racing lap. The four points with the greatest average
distance (so the four points where the driver is furthest away from
the ideal point and can theoretically improve the most) are shown
on the dashboard, as well as the four points with the lowest average
distance (so the four points where the driver is closest to the ideal
point).

5.1.4 Phase three. With all the data in place and all the required
functions created to find the best and worst points for a driver, we
could start with the first user interface design of the dashboard. Since
there are two categories of information that we want to show (best
and worst points), we will divide the dashboard in two columns
containing information about these categories respectively. The
information will be displayed using icons that show in which corner
the user can improve on what type of input. Since it is difficult to
convey all the information of ’brake later in turn 1’ in one small and
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comprehensible icon, we decided to also put a small text next to the
icon giving further explanation. To make sure that the user will first
see the points that they can improve on, we decided to show these in
the left column, with the good points of the user consequently being
placed on the right. We also decided to show the points that can
be improved on in red, and the good points in green, to emphasise
on the ideas of good and bad with these points, as well as to create
some contrast in the colours used. A first version of an icon can be
seen in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. An example icon showing the user should brake later in turn 2.

5.2 Second iteration
After having created a first version of the dashboard, this version
was discussed and evaluated with the supervisors of this research.
Based on these sessions, some improvements to the dashboard were
suggested with which we could start the second iteration of the
design process.

5.2.1 Requirements. Based on these improvements, more func-
tional and non-functional requirements were found that we can
add to the list mentioned in section 5.1.1.
New functional Requirements:
• The dashboard must provide general information about the
session.

• The user must be able to recognize the corners provided in
the feedback.

• The user must be able to see how much they need to adapt
their driving style according to the feedback.

New non-functional requirements:
• The dashboard should not overwhelm the user with too much
information.

5.2.2 Phase one. In this section design iteration, we wanted to
make the feedback provided by the dashboard clearer and convey
more information, since a novice or moderately experienced driver
might not know exactly what turn on the track turn 8 is. To solve
this issue, the dashboard should show more visual cues to make
it clear to the user what corner an icon refers to. The best visual
cue we can provide for this is a screen capture of the corner out of
Assetto Corsa, with an indication of where a braking zone, turn-in
or acceleration point is. The inspiration for these screen captures
was taken from a Zandvoort track guide by Cardo Racing School [7].

Beyond that, the icons displayed on the first version of the dash-
board only tell the user that they for example have to brake later in
a certain turn, but do not give the user any indication of how much
later they have to press the brakes. To resolve this issue, we want
to show the user a simple graph of the corner with their average

braking, steering or acceleration point on it, as well as the ideal
braking, steering and acceleration points. This way the user can see
how far from the ideal point they are and how much they need to
adapt their driving style in order to improve their performance.

Furthermore, we found that the dashboard should also display some
general information about the session. Since data is loaded into the
dashboard per session, it makes sense to show information about the
session, so the user gets a better understanding on how to interpret
the feedback given. This general information will include what track
was driven on, what car was driven, the best lap time in the session,
the average lap time in the session and the number of racing laps in
the session. The number of racing laps excludes the first and last lap
of the session since these are usually not representative racing laps.
For this reason, they are also excluded from the rest of the data.

5.2.3 Phase two. We gathered the visual cues as screen captures
from the Assetto Corsa game using the built-in camera mode. Once
enabled from the developer options, the camera mode allows us to
freely roam a circuit in the game and take screen captures of every
corner where we can clearly show the ideal braking, steering and
acceleration points.

In order to create a graph that shows the ideal input points and
actual input points of the user required some data manipulation.
We first managed to plot the entire circuit by plotting the world
coordinates of a car driving around both the inner and outer edge
of the circuit in a scatter plot. Using this scatter plot we managed
to find a range of x and y values for every corner such that when
plotting only these values, the graph only shows this corner. This
is important since working with multiple graphs that plotted the
entire circuit gave rise to significant performance issues, but now
we could work with graphs that show only a specific corner. We
calculated the coordinates of the average braking, turn-in and ac-
celeration points by taking the average of the points we found for
calculating the distances mentioned in section 5.1.3, and overlapped
these together with the ideal points to create a graph like figure 7.
These graphs were also created for the corners and points where
the user is closest to the actual point, and also a simple legend was

Fig. 7. An example graph showing the ideal and the actual acceleration
point for corner 6.
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created indicating that the red dot is the user’s actual input point,
and the green dot is the ideal point.

5.2.4 Phase three. We decided to put the newly created screen
captures and graphs in a pop-up that opens when the user clicks
one of the icons. So for example when the user clicks the icon
’accelerate later in turn 6’, a pop-up opens that shows an in-game
screen capture of turn 6, that also points out where on the track the
acceleration point is, as well as the graph that can be seen in figure
7 displaying where the ideal and actual acceleration point are in the
corner. We decided to show this information in a pop-up to keep
the dashboard clear and readable, since immediately showing eight
of these screen captures and graphs would make the dashboard
display so much information at the same time that a user might be
overwhelmed. The example pop-up discussed in this section can be
seen in Figure 8.

Fig. 8. An example pop-up showing the in-game capture and graph display-
ing the input points.

Additionally, another column was added to the dashboard to dis-
play the general session information. This information is displayed
in a simple way under one another. We also show the layout of the
track in this column. Lastly, some of the icons were updated to show
a corner bending to the left if the corresponding corner on the track
is a left-handed corner, instead of all the icons showing a corner
bending to the right. The final version of the dashboard can be seen
in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. The final version of the dashboard.

6 EVALUATION
To evaluate the final version of the dashboard, multiple qualitative
interviews were conducted. One interview was conducted with a
novice sim driver and one with a moderately experienced driver.
These interviews followed a semi-structured format and contained
questions on the feedback given by the dashboard and the usability
of the dashboard itself. Before starting the interview, the participants
were given a few minutes to try out the dashboard for themselves
and form an opinion.

Questions used in the semi-structured interviews:

• What do you think of the overall look and feel of the dash-
board?

• Do you feel the feedback given by the dashboard is useful
and appropriate?

• How user-friendly did you find the user interface?
• How did you interpret the visualizations and data presented
in the dashboard?

• How can this dashboard impact your racing performance?
• Is there any important informationmissing on the dashboard?

6.1 Results
After analyzing the interviews we came to the following conclu-
sions. Overall, the dashboard was found to be easy to use and the
feedback to be very informative and useful to quickly improve lap
times. The look and feel of the dashboard was described as “Ac-
cessible and very easy to use, even if you’re not yet familiar with
the track”. When asked about the feedback given by the dashboard,
the interviewees mentioned they liked the feedback on the braking,
steering and acceleration points since “I feel like these are the 3 basic
skills you need to get right first”. Furthermore, both interviewees
mentioned that the visualization methods used on the dashboard
helped give a better understanding of the feedback, “The icons give
a first indication ... the picture in the pop-up helps you recognize
the corner even better”.

Moreover, the interviewees would both want to use the dashboard
since they feel it can help them improve quickly. They made this
clear by saying “Especially on a track you’re not familiar with yet,
this dashboard can save you a lot of time finding good braking,
steering and acceleration points.”, and “I think that you can improve
way quicker with this dashboard than by just driving around on
your own”. Both interviewees also liked that there is positive and
negative feedback on the dashboard, since “Rather than just know-
ing where you have to improve, it’s also good to know where you
can keep doing the same thing”.

Lastly, it is also important to take into account the more critical
feedback received in the interviews. One of the participants men-
tioned that without explanation, they would not have found out
that the icons were clickable. “At a first glance, it looks like there is
not much to the dashboard since you don’t immediately see that the
icons are clickable.” Additionally, both interviewees mentioned that
they would very much appreciate a function to compare different
sessions with each other. “If you can compare different sessions,
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you can immediately see if you actually improved in the corners
that you tried to focus on, based on the first feedback given by the
dashboard”

7 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a dashboard was created that aims to improve sim
racer’s performance by giving personalized and concrete feedback
in accordance with the functional and non-functional requirements
found in section 5. These requirements were found as a combination
of the theoretical framework laid out in section 3, best practices
and further sim racing and dashboard research. The functional re-
quirements split the dashboard in 3 columns, the points where the
user can improve the most, the points where the user is closest to
a theoretical best lap and the general information on the session.
The feedback points for the user grant them information about in
what corners they can improve and how they should adapt their
driving style in order to find this improvement. This is done using
screen captures from Assetto Corsa as well as a graph showing a
corner and the user’s input points together with the ideal input
points. For the evaluation of the dashboard, qualitative interviews
were conducted with 2 novice to moderately experienced sim dri-
vers. In these interviews we found that the dashboard is accessible
and user-friendly, and that the feedback provided can help drivers
see exactly where and how much they need to adapt their driving
style. Thus we can conclude that this dashboard provides sim racers
with proper feedback to improve their driving performance, and
that this dashboard with its functional and non-functional require-
ments might form a foundation for future personalized sim racing
dashboards.

8 RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Limitations
While this research has created a dashboard that was found to be
accessible and useful, it is important to acknowledge certain limita-
tions that may have impacted this research. First of all, the evalua-
tion part of this research is very limited due to time constraints. We
originally intended to use a quantitative evaluation in the form of a
survey with multiple novice to moderately experienced sim drivers
as participants. Unfortunately, due to time constraints we had to
resort to a couple of interviews in order to validate the dashboard.
Also, the current ideal braking, turn-in and acceleration points are
gathered by hand, based on the track guide and video, and might not
be completely accurate since we had to translate this information
into the coordinate system that Assetto Corsa uses ourselves.

8.2 Future work
For future work, the next step is to generalize this dashboard, so
it can be used for any racetrack. This could be done by manually
getting the ideal points for every corner and applying those within
this dashboard, or a machine learning algorithm could be applied to
a racetrack to automatically find all the turns on the track and their
ideal points. A machine learning algorithm could also be applied
to the finding of the user’s input points, which is currently done
by backtracking after the input crosses a certain threshold value.

Furthermore, a more advanced version of the dashboard might in-
clude adaptive braking, turn-in and acceleration points based on
how much fuel is in the car, the current grip that the tires have
and possible other factors. Moreover, some other features like the
comparison between separate sessions could be implemented to
grant the user more insights on how they are improving. Finally,
future work could also include experiments that test if this dash-
board actually improves performance, especially when compared to
information focused dashboards.
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